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It’s clear that adding lanes to urban expressways or building new ones doesn’t reduce congestion. Sometimes it makes things worse. So why do we keep doing it?
Asphalt, Gridlock and Common Sense
The city of El Paso is offering no-appointment COVID-19 vaccines during the unveiling of The Beast Urban Park, a new Upper East Side park.
City offers free COVID-19 vaccines at grand opening of The Beast Urban Park
Adam Jacoff has been a robotics research engineer at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) since 1988.
Q&A With Adam Jacoff, Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal Finalist
Sunshine Coast and Noosa councils are confident in future development plans despite projections showing the regions have a low rate of approved lots.
Coast, Noosa have among state’s lowest rate of approved lots
The developers commissioned an unprecedented model to see how storms and rising seawater would impact the 161-acre site.
This $8 billion development was designed to survive rising seas
In its prime, Oak Lake Park featured Victorian residential architecture set amid parks, artificial ponds and tree-lined streets.
Near North neighborhood in Minneapolis was once a showcase of Victorian homes
The city of El Paso is offering no-appointment COVID-19 vaccines during the unveiling of The Beast Urban Park, a new Upper East Side park.
City offers free COVID-19 vaccines at grand opening of new park
Representatives from Marion, Hiawatha, Robins, Fairfax and Linn County joined Cedar Rapids at a news conference Wednesday in advocating for the extension of an existing 1-cent extra sales tax through ...
Linn County, metro suburbs use local-option sales tax to ‘stay ahead’
We are in a competition for business investment, for talent and now for state and federal investment,” President of the Greater Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce Matt Smith said. “It's investment that ...
How Pittsburgh's leaders are girding for the new math of competition in economic development
The remnants of homes, schools, offices, root cellars and even the stone walls of a rose garden stare back at you like ghosts, begging to be remembered as their ancient foundations advance in decay ...
Ancient and Lonely Urban Monuments Evoke Today's Political Division
May 3, The Terminal in the Strip District announced it had signed its latest tenant, the New York-based combination bookstore and ice ...
White Whale allegations only part of ongoing issues with The Terminal development project
A steering committee appointed by Mayor Lioneld Jordan wants to help the city recover economically from the covid-19 pandemic but also set a path for moving forward.
Panel to tackle economic recovery
If we’re having the conversation about potentially permitting livestock, why are we limiting it only to pigs?” councilperson Alison Coombs said. “ … If we’re going to open up that discussion we should ...
FARMVILLE: Aurora city council weighs proposal to allow potbelly pigs in residential zones
Stuck in the endless Netflix scroll? Think you've watched absolutely everything worth watching on Netflix? That might be true. But at least this list rounds up the best of the original movies, of ...
The 42 best movies to watch on Netflix
I’m too conscious of how the horse industry, and Churchill Downs specifically, extracts from our community’s resources and provides little in return.
Churchill Downs takes more than it gives. That's why the Kentucky Derby is a no-go for me
Despite the severe impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the Church of Pentecost recorded a growth rate of 4.3% in its total membership worldwide compared to the previous year.
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Apostle Eric Nyameke presents 2020 State of the Church Address
A federal judge on Wednesday tossed out the federal eviction moratorium, which could make it easier for landlords to kick out tenants behind in rent.
The CDC eviction moratorium may end. What does that mean for Wisconsin?
Homicides and violent crime in New Haven are rising for the first time in years. Criminal justice professors, law enforcement and community activists debate the most effective solution.
ANALYSIS: New Haven is experiencing a rise in homicides, violent crime; Officials, residents split on solutions
Former NC commerce secretary Anthony Copeland joins a prominent law firm to lead its economic development practice. “The firm has the bandwidth to handle just about any aspect of law that any company ...
How former NC commerce secretary plans to build Brooks Pierce's economic development practice
A federal judge on Wednesday tossed out the federal eviction moratorium, making it easier for landlords to kick out tenants behind in rent. Here are some things you should know.
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